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Preface 
 

This paper was originally written in 1996, when the visual arts were beginning to play an 
important role in the restoration and regeneration of Tynemouth Station. Fortuitously this also 
coincided with ‘Visual Arts UK 1996’. 
 
The list of activities and artworks displayed in the Station has been updated periodically, as 
and when the need arose – for example, when applying for funding. 
 
These previous editions have now been substantially amended and enlarged.  A new section 
devoted to festivals and related activities has been added under the title ‘‘Performance, Music 
and the Written Word’, for originally the paper focused on the visual arts and only a passing 
mention was made of the other art forms. 
 
I hope that you will find the paper useful and that you will gain an insight into the importance 
of the Station on the cultural map of North Tyneside and further afield, for now as we go 
forward into the twenty-first century, the Station’s importance has expanded far beyond its 
role of that of purely a Metro Halt.  
 
As can be seen, so much has happened and taken place since 8 December 1986, (first 
Feasibility Study Launch), that we hope that we have included everything, but if for some 
reason someone or some event has been left out, or the facts are wrong, I will include the 
correct information in the next edition, for the Appendices will continue to be updated on a 
regular basis. 
 
 
Ylana First MBE 
Secretary, Friends of Tynemouth Station 
& Arts Co-ordinator, Tynemouth Station 
 
April 2009 
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Introduction 
 

 
 

Originally when the campaign to save Tynemouth Station began, efforts were directed 
towards finding ways of achieving this aim. In 1986, CSV (Community Service Volunteers) 
received a grant from the former Tyne & Wear County Council to carry out the first Feasibility 
Study.  A team of consultants, led by architects Rock Townsend, were appointed, which 
included consulting engineers Ove Arup and quantity surveyors Tweeds. 
 
The architects were particularly concerned with the means that could be employed to realise 
this objective of restoring the Station to its former glory, whilst at the same time bringing it up 
to present day standards. For example, instead of using clear glass for the canopy, the 
toughened glass chosen has a greenish tint, which replicates the Victorian glass perfectly. 
 
In the same way, in consultation with English Heritage, although the paint used is still green, 
but lacking the constraints of a corporate identity, the shades of green chosen were not those 
of the LNER, but ones that it was felt would visually enhance the canopies and the buildings. 
 
Everyone wished to see the Station restored in such a way that it would be able to fulfil a role 
in this modern world.  It could not be left as a beautifully restored empty shell.  Up to now, the 
arts have had some part in enabling the Station to fulfil this new role, and this has brought 
much pleasure and enjoyment to all who visit the buildings and their environs. 
 
Already the results of much of this artistic activity over the years are noticeable. The art works 
seem to be having a very positive effect on the attitude of people passing through the Station. 
During the week, the Station is no longer purely a place of transit, but is developing a 
community identity. People have a stake in it. Many may have even helped in the creation of 
the art works, or given encouragement to the artists working on them. Though not eradicated 
completely, a further outcome of these arts activities is the apparent reduction in the amount 
of vandalism that the Station has attracted, and we hope that this momentum will not be lost. 
 

 

Many organisations and individuals 
have contributed to the success of all 
the various art projects that have 
taken place in the Station. From the 
Friends of Tynemouth Station’s 
perspective, a major contributing 
factor has been the ongoing success 
of the Book Fairs, the profits the of 
which have provided some of the 
match funding, which has always 
been a requirement when applying for 
grants towards the various arts and 
community activities that the FoTS 
have wished to organise in the 
Station. 
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Appendices 
 

 

 
The following appendices are attached to this paper: 
 

1. Exhibitions and art works that have been shown in the Station 
2. Artists and arts organisations 
3. Festivals, arts and cultural events 
4. Entertainers 
5. Funders, sponsors and contributors 
6. The Challenge 

 
 

 
 

Communion – Julie Livsey 
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The Present and Beyond 
 

 
 

As anyone visiting the Station will discover, the 
Station’s vast canopies create a unique space, 
or series of spaces – spaces that in some 
areas have all the qualities of the outdoors, yet 
under cover; spaces that speak to sculptors, 
painters and photographers and which artists 
want to use and exploit to the full; spaces 
whose potential is enhanced by the incredible 
quality of the light which is forever changing 
throughout the day. 
 
Naturally the artists who have been or who 
wish to be involved in the Station project will use the space or spaces in different ways 
depending on the various media in which they work. 
 
However, in discussions with artists and others intimately connected with the Station, four 
main themes have emerged which have been inspired by the Station and its form and location 
in time and space.  In many ways, these are interlinked.  These themes are listed below: 
 

• Time, travel, movement – the past coming into the present and moving into the 
future. 

 
Time is a very important element in railways and their history, for it was the original railway 
companies who first introduced the concept of universal or unified time.  Prior to this, each 
place kept its own time, which made it impossible to draw up timetables for the trains 
travelling any distance. This celebration of time was graphically and beautifully illustrated by 
the works of art commissioned for the British Rail Pyramid and Time Garden at the 
Gateshead Garden Festival in 1990. In 2003, we held are own Time Festival to celebrate the 
restoration of the Tynemouth Station clock. 
 

• Holidays – sun, seaside, postcards and travellers. 
 
The Station was a place of excitement and wonder, a gateway to fun, enjoyment, an escape 
from the everyday world and an opportunity to ‘let your hair down!’  It could mean funfairs and 
‘shuggy-boats’ (swing boats), pony-rides and seaside postcards, sandcastles, crabs and 
shrimping nets. 
 
It could also be the place for partings and sadness – the endings of holiday romances and 
soldiers, sailors and airmen going off to war, some never to return, others to be badly 
wounded. 
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• Beginnings and Returnings – adventure and consolidation. 
 
The Station could be the gateway to new experiences and a new life; to going off to University 
or starting an apprenticeship; going down to London to seek your fortune, or emigrating half 
way round the world to find a job. 
 
It could also be the place for homecomings – for finding your roots again, renewing old 
friendships or perhaps starting life afresh. 
 

• Industry – skills and inventions. 
 
The Station is a celebration of the North East’s Victorian industrial and architectural 
achievements. This is evidenced by the architect’s use of cast iron and wrought iron in the 
construction of its vast, curved, glazed canopies.  It is also part of the first electrified suburban 
line in this country and even in the whole world.  We celebrated this with a large festival 
ElecFest ’04 in August 2004. 
 
In a broader context, the Station also celebrates the industrial supremacy of Tyneside in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century, through its inventions, discoveries, local industries, its 
railways and its fishing. Tyneside can be considered the Victorian equivalent of Silicon Valley 
by those of us living in the latter half of the twentieth and early twenty-first century. 
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The Visual Arts 
 

 

 
The Artists and the Station 
 
Up to now, several artists have been drawn to the Station. They have been inspired by its 
grandeur and also by its human scale.  They understand the Station’s moods; how it changes 
as the light and weather change; how the local community responds to it; how visitors react 
when seeing it for the first time; why people fall in love with it; why people fought for it to be 
saved; why indeed it was worth saving.  They understand its value as a community and arts 
resource.  The Station ‘speaks’ to them and they have wanted to be actively involved in its 
regeneration through their art.  These are strengths to be exploited and built upon. 
 
One of the qualities of the Station is that it lacks the constrictions and formality of the normal 
gallery, exhibition space or school – in fact any building open to the public.  It has a freedom 
and spaciousness about it.  This has two advantages.  It is conducive to some experimental 
work, (particularly in The Bridge) and provides the perfect opportunity for young people and 
children to create work for the different areas within the Station, which can be seen by the 
many thousands of people passing through. 
 
The artists who have exhibited in the Station range from the highly regarded professionals like 
Julie Livsey, Neil Canavan and Annette Chevallier to student teachers on PGCE courses and 
children attending various art and craft workshops.  What has been particularly gratifying has 
been the opportunity that the Station has given us to provide a platform for younger and 
emerging artists to develop their practice such as Gilly Rogers, Keri Townsend, Henry Amos, 
the full-time and part-time MA Glass Students from Sunderland University in 2006 and Glass 
and Ceramic Students in 2009 and MFA student Annie McDonald with her installation 
‘Napper’ for this year’s ‘Brain Awareness Week’. 

 
 
The Bridge 
 

 

‘The Bridge’ is an exciting, experimental exhibition 
space situated in the very heart of the Station, 
linking the two platforms and two concourses 
together. The Bridge consists of a central area, 
designed originally for porters to wheel luggage on a 
trolley from one side of the Station to the other via 
the bridge, with two pedestrian walkways on either 
side of it. Originally there was no exit on the west 
side. The central section, with its glass roof was like 
a green house, and was the ideal place in which Mr 
Lee, the Station Master, and his staff could grow 
plants from seed in readiness for them to be planted 
out and transferred to the concourses when they 
were large enough. 
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The Bridge walkways had always been dark and gloomy, so in 1988, when the first parts of 
the Station restoration were undertaken, the architects, in consultation with the other relevant 
players, decided that the walkways needed more light. Two rows of windows, almost running 
the full length of the bridge, were inserted into the top half of the wooden panelling of the 
interior walls, and this in turn opened up this unusual hidden space, which has acted like a 
magnet to artists who continue to be drawn to it and who want to meet the challenges 
presented to them by this intriguing exhibition space. (See appendix 6 ‘The Challenge’.) 
 

The very first exhibition in the Bridge was ‘My 
Blue Heaven’ by Gilly Rogers, an Art in 
Context MA student at Sunderland University 
in 1995. Since then, a wide variety of 
exhibitions and installations have been on 
display here – most created specifically for 
this unusual and experimental space. To date 
(April 2009), there have been over forty-five 
exhibitions. 
 
Some exhibitions have been by well-
established artists such as Kathryn Wakeman and William Pym, whilst others, (at the time) 
like Gilly Rogers and Stephanie Imbeau, were by artists who were starting off on their 
careers. 
 
As well as work by individual artists, the space is ideal for group projects like those of the 

Sunderland Glass and Ceramic MA Students’ ‘Under 
the Sea’, and ‘lii Yu’ or ‘Jumping Carp’ by pupils 
attending The Children’s University workshops. (See 
appendix 1 for a full list of art works in the Station.) 
    

 
Community Involvement in the Arts 
 
Through a set of fortuitous circumstances, several of 
the artists so far involved have been committed to 
the importance of community involvement in the 
creative process.  To date, there have been several 

community initiatives involving local schools, North Shields People’s Centre, Friends of 
Tynemouth Station, North Tyneside Arts Studio, the Council and the general public. 
 
Below are listed some examples:- 
 

• ‘The Traveller’ created by six pupils (year nine) from Norham Community Technology 
College, under the direction and guidance of David Gross, a locally-based professional 
sculptor working in wood. 

 

• The Women’s Mosaic created for Visual Arts Year 1996 at a series of workshops held in 
the Station which involved the participation of many women from various backgrounds. 
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• Gargoyles – six large papier mâché masks made at the1996 May Day Festival by many of 
the younger visitors who attended it. 

 

• Bunting, inspired by the Millennium Banners, created by children attending a workshop at 
the second Millennium Festival.  It has subsequently been used at Book Fairs and other 
events at the Station. 

 

• Recordings made by visitors to the Station, and some via the internet, were incorporated 
into Metro-morphosis, an installation by Henry Amos in The Bridge. 

 
 

1996 Year of the Visual Arts UK 
 
The Visual Arts Year had both a direct and an indirect effect on arts activity within the Station, 
and in fact North Tyneside’s Visual Arts Year was launched in Tynemouth Station with the 
first installation in The Bridge, ‘My Blue Heaven’ by Gilly Rogers. 
 
1996 was the inspiration behind the ‘Traveller’, by David Gross and pupils from Norham 
Community Technology College, the Women’s Mosaic and a series of installations in The 
Bridge. During North Tyneside’s Visual Arts Week, ‘Arts Miscellany’, a week-long arts and 
crafts event was held on the East concourse, consisting of artists and crafts people working 
on their own projects and a variety of free Art & Craft workshops open to people of all ages. 

 
The Year 2000 – Millennium Celebrations 

 

The Friends of Tynemouth Station were awarded one 
of the large-scale Millennium grants for the Arts, for 
the ‘Tynemouth Station Banner Project’, which 
enabled the Station to be a focal point for Millennium 
celebrations at the Coast. 
 
This was a site specific, multi-faceted project, with 
lead artists Annette Chevallier and Mark Todman.  
The project had been designed to celebrate 
Tynemouth, its Station and the seaside and 
consisted of four main elements:- 
 

•  48 large, very colourful, hand-painted banners 
suspended from the canopy.   
 

• Schools’ Project – sculpture installation in The 
Bridge, Digital Art Exchange and small-scale, 
hand-painted silk banners created by primary 
school children. 

 

• Wall installation resulting from a dialogue 
between North Tyneside Art Studio members and 
Metro drivers and inspectors. 
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• Two Festivals celebrating the Arts, with specially commissioned music and a play, free art 
and craft workshops and stalls. 

 
 

The Big Draw 2001 
 
In partnership with Union Quay Artists Studios, (formally based on the Fish Quay), the 
Friends of Tynemouth Station organised a two-day, free community arts event in the Station 
in mid-October 2001.  This event was part of ‘Drawing Power’, which was a three-year 
national initiative ‘to get everyone drawing’.  It has now become a national annual event. 
 
The Big Draw consisted of twelve drawing workshops on each day, (specifically for local 
schools), exhibitions, demonstrations by various artists and the chance to help in the creation 
of the ‘Longest Drawing in the North East’. 
 
The Station provided the setting for some really exciting and creative drawing.  Several 
professional artists demonstrated their drawing skills and used the opportunity that the Station 
presented, to extend their own practice.  Schools, colleges and other educational 
establishments, including a group of new first year Architecture students, took part as well as 
members of the general public who were visiting the Station. 
 
Following the event, a sample of the work was exhibited in the Newcastle Arts Centre and 
The Business Centre, North Shields, and ‘The Longest Drawing in the North East’ was 
displayed in the Tyne Pedestrian Tunnel for a short while.  The project won a national prize of 
£500, which Quentin Blake presented to the two organisations involved at a ceremony in 
London. 
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Conclusion 
 

An important benefit, which has been gained from all this visual arts activity, has been the 
introduction of the arts to a much wider public – many of whom would not have ventured into 
the conventional art gallery or even a museum. This is particularly true in the case of some of 
the more experimental work created for The Bridge by a couple of the professional artists. 
 
The various artists and students also benefited – in particular those who had just graduated, 
as for some, their work was being displayed in a public venue for the first time, and this has 
led to them gaining commissions and employment, in some instances as tutors. 
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Festivals, Performance, Music and the Written Word 
 

 
 
To date, as well as the visual arts, the other art forms – music , performance and the written 
word – have played an important role in the cultural regeneration, as well as the architectural 
regeneration of the Station, for they have brought back life and excitement to this beautiful 
and exotic relic of a bygone age. 
 
At one time the Station was a hive of activity from early morning to late at night – milk churns 
being loaded onto trains from 5am in the early morning; fish coming up from the Fish Quay to 
be transported all over the country; commuters rushing to and from work; pupils on their 
reluctant way to school; visitors on trips to the seaside ‘for a great day out’; shoppers on a 
shopping expedition to buy a bargain in the large department stores in town; and in the 
evenings, families or couples going to the theatre or scholars attending an edifying lecture in 
the ‘Lit and Phil’. 
 

 
 
To add to all this activity and excitement, the Station Master Mr Lee had a team of up to fifty 
station staff to make sure that everything ran smoothly, and most importantly, to look after the 
incredible floral displays of plants and shrubs (some from far off places) that graced the 
concourses, and which brought fame to the Station far and wide, and which led to it winning 
many awards over the years as The Best Kept Station on the North Eastern Railway and 
even in the country. 
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‘More like a winter garden than a railway station,’ commented one bemused traveller when 
visiting the Station. 
 
After a slow and painful decline, from the early sixties, (coinciding with the start of the 
Beeching cuts), and then with the modification of the platforms and the reduction of the 
railway lines from four to two to accommodate the proposed Metro, the Station might have 
been lost then, (initial PTE proposals were to abandon Tynemouth Station and build a Metro 
halt in the Station’s vicinity), but life and vitality of a different kind slowly came back. The first 
stage in this regeneration were the Flea Markets which were started in 1981 and were initially 
held once a month on a Saturday. Then from the end of 1986, with the holding of the very first 
festival in the Station, this decline was halted, and colour and bustle have since returned to 
this wonderful set of buildings, which have ‘all the qualities of an outdoor venue, yet under 
cover’ – an ideal setting for festivals and related activities. 
 
 

Festival Overview 
 
From the very first festival, entitled ‘A Celebration’ that was held in the Station in 1986, the 
Station has been a popular venue for both large and small-scale festivals and celebrations, 
such as the annual May Day Festivals held between 1990 and 1999. The initial Celebration 
was held to launch the plans for the restoration of the Station, which had been commissioned 
by CSV to see how and if the Station could be restored and developed as a community  
resource, as well as being commercially viable 
 

 

Delegates from the ‘Business in 
Community’ AGM, which was being 
held in Newcastle that year, were 
guests at the event. The ‘Celebration’ 
was used to demonstrate the 
potential of the Station. There were 
wonderful floral displays provided by 
North Tyneside Council; exhibitions 
provided by the architects; stalls; and 
speeches including one by Sir 
William McAlpine (former owner of 
the Flying Scotsman), as McAlpines 
had sand blasted and painted a few 
of the columns, (replicating the 
original LNER colours), to show what 
a restored station could be like.  

 
As it was near Christmas, there was a Christmas tree and singing by Priory Primary School. 
Local comedian Mike Elliott acted as compère at this very exciting and festive occasion and to 
add to how special this event was, Mrs Wright, the Grand-daughter of William Bell, Chief 
Architect to the NER, was able to come and join us at these very special Celebrations.               
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Since then festivals of some 
kind or other have been held 
on almost annual basis, and 
have generally followed a 
standard format, with the 
addition of various elements 
that reflected the aims and 
objectives of the organisers. 
They have been multi-
faceted – the main elements 
usually being music, dance, 
performance which included 
street theatre and in  some 
instances poetry and prose 
readings by local authors.   
 

                                                                                         
Making links with the visual arts, there have almost  always been art and craft workshops, 
stalls selling craft items and in several instances, specially commissioned art works have 
been created for the occasion, and in some cases, work on these started at a Festival Art and 
Craft Work shop. 
 

• Music & Singing 
 
Various forms of music and singing 
have been performed at the events. 
World music, including African and Latin 
American, street band, folk, steel band 
and traditional jazz have all featured in 
the festivals, and have been particularly 
suited to the Station’s acoustic qualities. 
These special qualities have proved 
rather problematical for some of the 
younger bands, who play R & B and 
very loud pop music! The bands that 
play acoustically and only require the 
minimum of amplification for the quieter 
instruments and singers are the most 
successful. 

 

 
• Dance 
 
Dance has played an important part in all the festival programming from Irish and Scottish  
dancing performed by children and young people, to ‘Tynestep’ who entertained the audience 
with dances from Spain, the Balkans and the United States. ‘Tango on Tyne’ have given us 
demonstrations of Latin American dance forms and at the Time Festival there was Maypole 
dancing with everyone being invited to ‘join in and have a go’. 
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• Street Theatre 
 

Street Theatre in its many guises from clowning to circus skills and ‘strange personages’ 
visiting the station and causing mayhem, have enlivened the festivals, both inside and outside 
the Station. We have even had fire eaters. The Lion Dance has been performed on many 
occasions and these dancers have given demonstrations of martial arts and Chinese 
drumming. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Mainstream Theatre 
 

Mainstream Theatre has not been neglected. 
On the strength of ‘Light of St Mary’, written to 
celebrate the centenary of St Mary’s 
Lighthouse and performed in the Station, (as 
part of a tour), the Friends of Tynemouth 
Station commissioned ‘Stand Clear of the 
Doors’.    Based on the history of the railways 
in this region and the Station’s important role 
in this, the play was written specifically for the 
Millennium Festival by Andy Griffiths and 
performed by the Tynemouth Pageant Players 
in the Station. It subsequently went on tour to 
other venues in the locality. 
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The Music Network Roadshow 1992 
 
In 1992, the Station played host to The Music Network Roadshow, which was organised by 
‘Youth and Music North East’ in partnership with the Friends of Tynemouth Station. This was 
the first of the special themed festivals. In some ways, it had an affinity with ‘The Big Draw’ 
held nine years later in 2001, in which the aim was to encourage young people to ‘get 
drawing’, whilst the aim of the Music Network Roadshow was to encourage all aspects of 
music making and musical appreciation by young people, and for them to possibly develop an 
interest in other musical related art forms like dance. 
 
There were various ‘network’ stalls, local retailers selling musical instruments, and offering a 
repair service, record stores and others publicising recording studios.  
 
There was a full spectrum of musical entertainment from classical to rock and pop, which 
included the Avison Chamber Ensemble, Ladies Barbershop Harmony Chorus, Newcastle 
Brown Ale Band, North Tyneside Steel Band, members of North Tyneside Music Collective, 
Northumbrian Pipers – Herriot & Alan, plus Indian and Scottish dance. The event ended on a 
high note with a wonderful ‘Jam’ session between Mark Ward on keyboards and Anthony 
McNally, the winner of ‘Drummer of the Year’ award 1990-92. 
 
Although held in September, the weather was terrible, and in these circumstances the Station 
‘came into its own’. It really was like an outdoor venue yet under cover and was conducive to 
some wonderful music making. It would be great if this event could be repeated again. 
 
 

Time Festival 2003 
 
Although not strictly an arts event, for the Time Festival was held to celebrate the restoration 
of the Station Clock and to thank all the people who had contributed towards the successful 
completion of the project, (many by ‘buying hours on the Station Clock’), all the art forms 
played important roles in the festivities. 
 
On the day of the Festival, visitors could attend up to nine art and craft workshops, all with 
‘time’ as their theme, from making ‘funky’ clocks, using a pendulum to paint an abstract 
picture, making prints of the Station Clock and writing poems about ‘Time’. There were up to 
10 craft stalls selling goods, all with a ‘time’ connection, however tenuous. 
 
All the entertainment – such as music, dance, a play and various readings – had some links 
with time – tempo, seasons and clocks.  Excerpts from the ‘Clockman’ by Peter Mortimer 
were performed by Cloud Nine Theatre Company at the Festival. Also working with Peter, 
members of ‘The Lemmon Jelly Garden’ (a young people’s group) wrote and performed 
‘Waste Time Wander’ a short fantasy story inspired by the Tynemouth Station Clock and the 
numbers on it. 
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The children’s banners represented 
the passage of time in its many 
manifestations, and the installation in 
The Bridge entitled ‘It’s About Time’ 
organised by the Children’s University, 
depicted the Big Bang in a very 
graphic way, for it is believed that the 
Big Bang is the beginning of time. The    
Children collected various sayings 
about time and things to do with time, 
such as “Doing Time”, “Time Flies”, 
Big Ben, an hour glass and wheels 
and cogs. 
 
Subsequently, some of the work    

created at the Festival was displayed in North Shields Central Library  

 
 
ElecFest ’04 
 

ElecFest ’04 was held on 30 August 2004 to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the 
electrification of the Tyneside Loop – in fact the world’s very first electrified suburban railway 
– which paved the way for the development of light railways throughout the world, like our 
own Metro, eighty years later. Based in Wallsend, the two young consulting engineers, 
Messrs Merz and McLellan, who were only in their mid twenties, had invented a way of 
harnessing electrical power to run a transport system, which was duly implemented. Some of 
this original electrical installation can still be seen in the Station entrance on the west side. 
 
ElecFest ’04 was a joint project between Tyne & Wear Museum Service, Nexus, Parsons 
Brinckerhoff Ltd (who had amalgamated with Merz & McLellan) and Friends of Tynemouth 
Station. 
 
Nexus provided a Metro painted in the Livery of a NER train in 1904, to transport the Lord 
Mayor of Newcastle and Lady Mayoress and invited guests from Newcastle down to 
Tynemouth for the official opening celebrations in the Station, where they were met by North 
Tyneside’s Chair and Consort, Cllr and Mrs Goveas and members of Tynemouth Pageant 
Players, who were dressed in the fashions of 1904. 
 
Speeches were given by Dr Malcolm Kennedy DG of PB Ltd, the Lord Mayor, Chair of North 
Tyneside and Mike Parker DG of Nexus. The winner of the competition to design the Festival 
poster was presented with her prize at this opening ceremony. 
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The transport theme continued throughout the day, with 
dancing, music and entertainment celebrating travel. In 
addition there were exhibitions, a display about North 
Tyneside’s now award-winning Waggonways project, 
model railways, working meccano models of trams and 
buses, stalls promoting local railway preservation 
societies, and a display of miniature electric rail vehicles 
by children, which was organised through the Education 
& Business Partnership and who also helped to 
organise the competition to design the very striking 
posters for the event. There were free art & craft 
workshops, open to everyone. 
 
To coincide with the Station Festival, a special Festival 
to celebrate this hundredth anniversary was also held at 
the Stephenson Railway Museum. This was the first 
time that we were able to organise a link-up with the 
Museum – an ambition that we had always harboured 
since the first feasibility study in 1986.         
 
 

Book Fairs, the Written Word and a Book Group 
 
• Book Fairs 

 
In 1993 the first Book Fair to be held in the Station was organised by the Council’s 
Community Services Directorate, although for sometime, there had been individual bookstalls 
at the flea markets. 
 
This first Book Fair was designed to celebrate all aspects of the spoken and written word and 
related topics.  
 
Authors, illustrators, local presses and literary magazines all took part. There were various 
free workshops including handmade paper making, drawing cartoons and writing. 
Performances were given by various poets and writers reading from their work. A ‘story telling 
area’ was provided for some of the younger visitors. New books were on sale, and for the first 
time a small second hand & antiquarian book fair was organised. Continuity was provided by 
Mark Ward on the piano.   
 
Several of the book dealers (some were members of the PBFA) enjoyed the relaxed 
atmosphere provided by the Station, and the fact that entrance was free for visitors.  
 
Over the following three Augusts, three further Book Fairs were held, more or less following 
the format of the original one. In 1996, as part of Visual Arts UK, the Book Fair was combined 
with a craft fair. 
 
Many of the dealers wanted further book fairs to be arranged, but for these to be for the sale 
of only antiquarian and second-hand books. 
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The first one was held in October 1993, 
followed by one in April and another in June. 
Since April 1997 to the present day, four 
book fairs a year are held – April, June , 
August and October, concentrating solely on 
buying and selling Antiquarian and second-
hand books and printed ephemera like prints 
and postcards. Their fame has spread far 
and wide throughout the country and even to 
the USA. 
 
After the first Book Fair, they were organised 
jointly with the Library Service. However 
since June 2005, the Library service is no 
longer involved and they have become 
purely a FoTS operation. This has meant 
that after running expenses are deducted, all 
the income that is generated is used to help 

provide match funding for all the cultural activities that take place in the Station. 
 

• Book Group 
 
In July 2003, the Station played host to another experiment, (or at least the Garibaldi 
Restaurant did – the forerunner of Il Forno). As part of the ‘BBC/Book Trust Bookscapes 
Project, The Big Read Top 100’, Gerry Wardle set up a Book Group from commuters who 
were travelling on The Newcastle to Tynemouth line. The two books chosen from the ‘Big 
Read Top 100’ for the group to read were ‘The Great Gatsby’ and ‘Great Expectations’. 
 
None of the group had met before, been part of a Book Group, or had previously read either 
of the books chosen. Some members of the group had liked the books; whilst some had 
definite likes and dislikes. Lengthy, animated discussions took place. All had enjoyed the 
experience, and were intent in either joining a book group or extending the range of books 
that they might read in the future. 
 
Gerry Wardle felt that the experiment had proved very successful, and as with the visual arts 
in the Station, the Station had provided an ideal place in which to extend people’s experience 
and enjoyment of literature in a non-threatening and friendly environment.   
 

Conclusion 
 
As with the visual arts, the Station has provided the ideal venue in which younger musicians 
and younger performers, many of them just newly qualified students on a Performing Arts 
Course at Northumbria University, can try out their newly learned skills in a very supportive 
and friendly environment. Many have gone on to have very successful careers in the various 
branches of the arts and entertainment business, as in the case of ‘Eezy Trapeezy’ (an 
acrobatic and trapeze duo). 
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Documentation and Promotion 
 

Throughout the period from 1985 
until now (2009), there have been 
various promotional activities, some 
to bring the Station and its 
problems to the attention of the 
public. In 1985, a small-scale 
exhibition was put on display in the 
café accompanied by a petition to 
save the Station. The Tynemouth 
Station Bulletin (1986) which was 
part of the first Feasibility Study, 
was the first professionally 
produced promotional material.  
 
The FoTS have also produced 
publicity and promotional material, 
including sets of notelets using a 

reproduction of a lovely pen and ink drawing of the Station by Heiner Hoffmann which he 
gave us to use for this purpose. We have also published two sets of postcards using the 
photographs of the Station taken by Mathew Auty in the 1890s and of postcards of the period 
with visitors in Edwardian dress. In both cases, these depicted the wonderful floral 
decorations, for which the Station was famous.  In addition we have published ‘Full Steam 
Ahead for Tynemouth’ – a book of reminisces about the Station and Tynemouth Village. 
 
This year, we have articles in two local publications – ‘Roundabout Tynemouth’ and the 
‘Whitley Bay, Tynemouth & Fish Quay Guide’, the latter being aimed at visitors to the area 
and tourists who arrive on the cruise ships. 
 
The first piece of photographic documentation was the tape slide show produced by ‘See 
Hear’ for CSV to raise awareness about the plight of the Station. Then, in 1988, a video was 
made of the first stages of the restoration. 
 
In addition to all the artistic activity outlined above, The North Shields People’s Centre 
Photography Group, under the direction of Ken Rowley, have made a photographic record of 
almost all the events and exhibitions. With the development of computers, these images have 
been used to produce several CD Roms – Drawing Power, The Millennium Festival, The Time 
Festival and ElecFest ’04. In addition, many of the artists have made their own records of 
their work. Using a selection of images by both the artists and Ken Rowley and his 
colleagues, a CD Rom has been produced which it is hoped will illustrate the wide range of 
art and cultural activity that has taken place so far in the Station. 
 
Many groups of students have photographed and filmed the Station as part of an assignment. 
The Station has also featured in several films. These have included ‘T Dan Smith’ (1987), a 
semi-biographical documentary by Amber Films based on the political downfall of the 
disgraced Labour leader of Newcastle City Council, and film adaptations of some of Catherine 
Cookson’s books.   
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Commitment to the Community  
 
Despite the great success of all the activities outlined above, and listed in the attached 
appendices, plus some of the difficulties in staging events without a permanent Station 
infrastructure (electrical installation, stage and so on), an added complication arose when the 
method of awarding the licences to hold the flea markets changed. Initially the flea markets 
were held approximately once a month on a Saturday. This then changed from them being 
held fortnightly, then weekly and eventually weekly on both Saturdays and Sundays. 
Originally the licences were awarded on a monthly, then three monthly and finally on a yearly 
basis. The consequence of this has been that festivals and other activities could only be held 
on weekdays and on Bank Holiday Mondays, which has not always been convenient. 

 
Throughout this latter period, the 
only exception to being relegated 
to either a weekday or a Bank 
Holiday Monday was when we 
held the First Millennium Festival 
in July 2000. (The Second 
Millennium Festival had to be 
held on August Bank Holiday 
Monday.) This situation has led 
to a reduction in the number and 
range of activities that have been 
held in the Station. This is one of 
the reasons why it is so 
important that the rest of the 
concourses and canopies are 
restored, if it is desirable for the 
range and scope of activities to 
expand to the level that they 
used to be, and to increase 
beyond that. However, in the 
future, on no account must the 
flea markets be allowed to take 
over these newly restored areas 
to the exclusion of all others who 
might want to use them, for 
example, for small-scale 
concerts or festivals as used to 
happen. 
 
A further unhelpful development 
has been the loss of the 
designated community area, 
which enabled us to stage small 
scale events, such as celebrating 
the opening of the Metro 
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Extension to the Airport, a small festival organised by Nexus for their staff and the successful 
annual Christmas Charity Fairs. 
 
This area on the East concourse had originally been part of the Metro operational system, but 
it was no longer required when Nexus removed the ticket barriers. Following this, the 
arrangement was that the Flea Markets could use this space, when it was not required by 
various community organisations. However the community lost the right to use this area, 
following the introduction of the annual licences granted to the Flea Markets. 
 
In order to win the support and the ‘good will’ of the community, then the Station’s owners 
must show a real commitment to the needs of the community. Despite many difficult 
economic problems, various community activities which are in line with the desired aims and 
objectives, as outlined in the conditions for applying for the funding for the Station project, 
must not be sidelined in the interest of commercial considerations.  
 
Ylana First MBE  
2009 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


